The population genetic study of advantageous mutations has lagged behind that of deleterious and neutral mutations. But over the past two decades, a number of significant developments, both theoretical and empirical, have occurred. Here, I review two of these developments: the attempt to determine the distribution of fitness effects among beneficial mutations and the attempt to determine their average dominance. Considering both theory and data, I conclude that, while considerable theoretical progress has been made, we still lack sufficient data to draw confident conclusions about the distribution of effects or the dominance of beneficial mutations.
INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY
The history of population genetics, especially theoretical population genetics, presents a paradox. Although population genetics arose from the fusion of Darwin's theory of adaptation by natural selection with Mendel's theory of inheritance, the field has been concerned historically far more with deleterious and, later, with neutral mutations than with beneficial ones. The paradox has, of course, a simple solution: population geneticists were looking under the lamp post. In particular, mutations having negative or negligible effects on fitness are more common and thus easily studied, while those having positive effects on fitness are far rarer and thus studied only with difficulty.
Though understandable, the neglect of beneficial mutations was unfortunate for two reasons. First and obviously, without considering positive selection, population genetics could make no real contribution to the study of adaptation. Second and less obviously, the key result on beneficial mutations to emerge from the early years of theoretical population genetics revealed that the mathematics of positive selection were deeply counterintuitive, and so could be neglected only with risk.
In particular, Haldane (1927) considered the fate of a unique mutation having beneficial effect s in heterozygotes. He asked, in effect, whether Darwin's directional force of natural selection could overcome the noise introduced partly (though not entirely) by Mendel's law of segregation: a heterozygote that carries a new beneficial mutation enjoys an enhanced fitness of 1 þ s but, because of segregation, might pass on no copies of the beneficial allele to progeny. Using branching process theory, Haldane found that beneficial mutations become fixed only p fix % 2s of the time. A new mutation that improves fitness by s ¼ 0.001 must therefore appear by mutation on average 1/p fix ¼ 500 times in the population before being fixed by natural selection-a surprising finding.
For nearly half a century after the publication of Haldane's paper, few results on positive selection of major significance appeared in the literature. (The main exception involved the debate over the cost of selection, or substitution load, a debate that ultimately included Haldane (1957) , Maynard Smith (1968) , Crow (1970) , Felsenstein (1971) and Kimura & Ohta (1971), among others.) But in the 1970s and 1980s, a set of papers appeared that focused attention on the population genetics of beneficial mutations. In retrospect, several developments were particularly significant. First, Maynard Smith & Haigh (1974) analysed the effects of hitchhiking on levels of neutral polymorphism at linked sites. Second, Gillespie (1983 Gillespie ( , 1984 and Kauffman & Levin (1987) introduced models of adaptation in discrete (DNA) sequence spaces. Third, Charlesworth et al. (1987) analysed the effects of dominance and linkage group (e.g. X-linkage versus autosomal linkage) on rates of molecular evolution under positive selection. While the theory of hitchhiking received most attention from evolutionary geneticists, a good case could be made that work on the adaptation of DNA sequences and on the effects of dominance and linkage group represents a more direct contribution to the population genetics of adaptation. (Hitchhiking is concerned with the consequences of adaptive evolution, while the latter two developments consider adaptive evolution per se.) In any case, it seems clear that these several developments played important parts in the recent, and sustained, interest in the population genetics of beneficial mutations.
Here, I briefly review two problems that have been at the centre of recent efforts. In particular, I ask:
What is the distribution of fitness effects among beneficial mutations? And, how dominant are beneficial mutations? In each case, I consider both theory and experiment.
THE DISTRIBUTION OF FITNESS EFFECTS AMONG BENEFICIAL MUTATIONS: THEORY
Just as work early in the history of population genetics attempted to estimate the distribution of fitness effects among deleterious mutations-this represented the focus of much of Dobzhansky's efforts in his Genetics of natural populations series (Lewontin et al. 1981 )-so recent work has attempted to estimate the distribution of fitness effects among beneficial mutations. As noted above, however, there is a large difference between the two cases: the former involves mutations that are reasonably common and that may segregate at non-trivial frequencies in nature, while the latter involves mutations that are far rarer and that are therefore not easily observed in nature. Estimating even the mean effect, much less the distribution of effects, of beneficial mutations is thus extraordinarily difficult.
Fortunately, however, a shortcut may be possible. Contrary to intuition, the very rarity of beneficial mutations may allow reasonable guesses about the distribution of beneficial fitness effects. In particular, the combined facts that (i) beneficial mutations are rare; and (ii) the wild-type allele is usually of high fitness, mean that extreme value theory (EVT) might provide a clue about the distribution of fitness effects.
EVT considers the behaviour of draws from the tails of probability distributions. While classical EVT was developed largely in the context of flood prediction (e.g. the height of 100-year floods; Gumbel 1958), it has been applied subsequently to problems in physics, chemistry and especially mathematical finance (as investors are interested in the probabilities of unusually large swings in stock prices). While Ewens (1970) and Kimura & Ohta (1971, p. 80) used EVT in population-genetic contexts, Gillespie (1983 Gillespie ( , 1984 Gillespie ( , 1991 first realized that the theory might allow predictions about the distribution of fitness effects among beneficial mutations.
In the scenario usually considered, selection is strong (jNsj . 1, where N is population size and s is a selection coefficient) and mutation is weak (Nu ( 1, where u is the per site mutation rate). (Throughout I will assume, for convenience, that effective and census population sizes are equal.) Under these so-called strong-selection weak-mutation conditions, the population is essentially made up of a single wild-type DNA sequence. Given a sequence that is L base pairs long, the wild-type recurrently mutates to m ¼ 3L different mutant sequences. (Because mutation is rare, double-and higher-order mutations can be neglected.) Each of these sequences, including the wild-type, is assigned a fitness from some distribution. The key point, however, is that this overall distribution of fitness is unknown. Despite this, we do know two things. First, the wild-type allele is highly fit; indeed it is fitter than all of its m mutant 'neighbour' sequences (this is why it is wild-type). Second, any beneficial mutations would be even fitter and so would fall even farther out in the tail of the fitness distribution. (We assume for now that this tail falls off in some 'ordinary' smooth way; see below.) At some point in time, the environment changes and the wild-type allele slips slightly in fitness and one or more of the m mutations becomes beneficial. The question is: what is the size of the fitness gap between the wild-type and a beneficial sequence?
To answer this, Gillespie assumed that only one beneficial mutation is available. Taking advantage of an obscure part of EVT concerned with 'extreme spacings,' he showed that, more or less independently of the shape of the unknown overall distribution of fitness, this fitness gap-the fitness effects of new beneficial mutations-is exponentially distributed. This result was later generalized by Orr (2003) to any modest number of beneficial mutations (i.e. the wild-type sequence might mutate to 5 or 10 or so different beneficial mutations). Mutation should thus often yield beneficial alleles of small effect and rarely yield those of large effect. In retrospect, it is clear that this exponential distribution of beneficial effects is a simple consequence of a well-known result from so-called peaks-over-threshold models in EVT (Leadbetter et al. 1983) . A large set of results, concerning both the first substitution during adaptation and the properties of entire adaptive walks to local optima rest on this result (Orr 2002 (Orr , 2004 (Orr , 2005 Rokyta et al. 2005) .
It is worth recalling that this exponential finding depends on two assumptions: that the wild-type is highly fit and that the overall fitness distribution has a tail that falls off in some 'ordinary' way. While the first assumption seems reasonable, the second can be, and has been, questioned. In particular, both Gillespie and Orr assumed that the distribution of fitness, while unknown, falls into the 'Gumbel domain of attraction', a group of probability distributions that includes most ordinary distributions (e.g. normal, gamma, exponential, logistic). But this need not be true (Leadbetter et al. 1983 ; and in mathematical finance is known not to be true-price changes in equity markets appear to be drawn from distributional tails that are heavier than Gumbel). The point is that EVT reveals that two other domains of attraction, while more exotic, are possible: the Fréchet and Weibull domains (Leadbetter et al. 1983; Orr 2005) . In the Fréchet domain, tails are heavier than the exponential ones characterizing the Gumbel domain, i.e. they fall off more slowly. Distributions belonging to the Fréchet domain are exotic in the sense that they lack higher or even all moments. In the Weibull domain, tails are truncated, as with a uniform distribution. (To make matters complicated, the Gumbel domain also includes some truncated distributions.).
Recently, Joyce et al. (2008) generalized the theory of beneficial mutations to allow the distribution of fitnesses to fall into any of the three domains of attraction of tail behaviour. In particular, they analysed the generalized Pareto distribution (GPD), which describes the distribution of values above a high threshold (e.g. wild-type fitness). The probability density of the GPD is given by 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF FITNESS EFFECTS AMONG BENEFICIAL MUTATIONS: DATA
The possibility that the distribution of fitness effects might often be approximately exponential has generated considerable interest among experimentalists. Indeed, several have been motivated to attempt the daunting task of estimating the distribution of effects among beneficial mutations in actual organisms. While quantitative geneticists have shown some interest in back-calculating the desired distribution from quantitative trait locus data, here I discuss data from microbial experimental evolution studies as these analyses provide higher resolution data. In these studies, experimentalists typically allow a clonal population of microbes to adapt to a novel environmental challenge and then attempt to isolate new mutations that are advantageous under these changed conditions. The fitness effects of these mutations can then be assessed, e.g. by competing the mutations against the ancestral microbe under the new conditions. It should be emphasized that the distribution we hope to characterize experimentally is that among new beneficial mutations, not among those that are substituted during adaptation. The latter distribution can differ from the former for two reasons. First, even when beneficial mutations are rare, the distribution of fitness effects among substituted mutations is affected by probabilities of fixation (Kimura 1983 ).
Second, if beneficial mutations are more commonas they could be in artificial or extreme laboratory conditions-clonal interference among multiple beneficial mutations can further distort the distribution of effects among substituted mutations, as larger-effect mutations competitively displace smaller-effect ones (Gerrish & Lenski 1998) . To make matters worse, the distribution of effects among substituted mutations given clonal interference also falls into the Gumbel domain (Rozen et al. 2002) . Experimentalists must thus attempt to sidestep these problems, estimating the desired distribution of effects among newly arising mutations.
Unfortunately, the data available thus far from the relevant experiments are mixed. Several experiments have found that the distribution of beneficial effects among new mutations is at least roughly exponential. Kassen & Bataillon (2006) , for example, measured the fitness effects of newly arising beneficial mutations in the bacterium Pseudomonas fluorescens. Although they were unable to identify individual mutations at the DNA sequence level (and so were unable to determine the number of distinct mutations sampled), they could not reject the null hypothesis of an exponential distribution of beneficial effects. Similarly, Sanjuan et al. (2004) measured the fitness effects of new beneficial mutations in vesicular stomatitis virus. Although few distinct mutations were obtained, they concluded that the distribution of beneficial effects was gamma, with a shape parameter close to (but statistically distinguishable from) exponential. (The gamma distribution belongs to the Gumbel domain.) In both experiments, beneficial mutations of small effect were more common than those of large effect (similarly, see Imhof & Schlotterer 2001; Perfeito et al. 2007) .
These results contrast, however, with those obtained in recent work with the bacteriophages ID11 and f6. Rokyta et al. (2008) isolated and sequenced new mutations that adapt the DNA phage ID11 to increased growth on E. coli host or that adapt the RNA phage f6 to use the non-permissive host Pseudomonas syringae. Employing a statistical (likelihood ratio test) approach developed by Beisel et al. (2007) -which explicitly tests whether the distribution of beneficial effects belongs to the Gumbel domain (k ¼ 0) or to an alternative one (k = 0)-they found that the distribution of effects was not Gumbel. Instead, the distribution belonged to the Weibull domain, i.e. was truncated at the top. Even more surprisingly, the distribution of beneficial effects roughly resembled a uniform distribution (k % 21): large-effect beneficial mutations appeared as often as small-effect ones, contrary to the assumption of most evolutionary biologists.
Given these mixed results, it is difficult, at present, to draw firm conclusions. As each experiment measures (with error) fitness in one taxon in one environment and generally from one wild-type sequence, we cannot yet have confidence in any generalities-or the lack thereof. It may be worth noting, however, one possible explanation of the difference between the exponential-like results seen in some experiments and the uniform-like ones seen by Review. Beneficial mutation H. A. Orr 1197 Rokyta et al. (2008 . When a mutation of given size is allowed to have random direction in Fisher's geometric model of adaptation, the distribution of fitness effects among beneficial mutations is more uniform-like at low dimensions (i.e. few characters) and more exponential-like at high dimensions (many characters). In the Fisherian limit of infinitely many characters, the distribution falls into the Gumbel domain and becomes essentially exponential (Orr 2006; Martin & Lenormand 2008 ). This conclusion makes good intuitive sense: it is easier for a large mutation to be beneficial when it can affect only a few characters, not many. Though wholly speculative, it is possible that this finding has some bearing on the bacteriophage data discussed above as phages are presumably of low dimensionality.
THE DOMINANCE OF BENEFICIAL MUTATIONS: THEORY
Just as we can ask about the additive effects on fitness of beneficial mutations, so we can ask about their dominance. In diploids, are most beneficial mutations recessive or dominant for fitness? Once again, the rarity of beneficial mutations makes it difficult to answer this question directly.
Nearly all modern literature on the dominance of beneficial mutations traces to a seminal paper by Charlesworth et al. (1987) . In this paper, Charlesworth and colleagues presented a general analysis of the evolution of genes that reside in different regions of the genome and that, consequently, show different patterns of inheritance. In particular, they considered the evolution of sex chromosomes versus autosomes, investigating both single-locus evolution and evolution at a quantitative character that has experienced a shift in optimum. For simplicity-and because it became the focus of subsequent research-I consider here only single-locus results. As we will see, the contrast between rates of evolution at X-linked versus autosomal genes often depends on the dominance of beneficial mutations.
As Charlesworth et al. note, almost no theoretical analyses of long-term evolution on the sex chromosomes versus autosomes had appeared since Haldane's (1924 Haldane's ( , 1926 original studies. The problem was clearly not the mathematical difficulty of the problem for, as Charlesworth et al. again note, the required model is simple. Indeed under the simplest possible model, long-term evolution is the product of two quantities: the number of beneficial mutations that appear per generation and the probability of their fixation (Haldane 1927; Kimura & Ohta 1971 ). In the case of an autosomal locus, 2Nu new unique mutations appear per generation and, given reasonably weak selection and equal selection in the two sexes, each beneficial mutation enjoys a probability of fixation of 2hs, where h is the dominance coefficient (h ¼ 0 means the beneficial mutation is completely recessive, h ¼ 1 2 means it is additive, and h ¼ 1 means it is completely dominant). This result, a branching process approximation, is reasonably accurate unless h is close to zero (Moran 1962) . Thus, the rate of adaptive molecular evolution at an autosomal locus is k A % 4Nuhs.
Turning to X-linked loci, both the number of beneficial mutations that appear per generation and their probability of fixation differ from the autosomal case. Considering mammal-or Drosophila-like species in which females carry two X chromosomes and males one, three-fourths as many X chromosomes as autosomes reside in a population; thus 3Nu/2 unique mutations appear per generation, where we assume that u is the same at X-linked and autosomal loci. With weak selection, it can be shown that the probability of fixation of an X-linked mutation approximately equals the weighted average of the relevant probabilities for female-limited and malelimited mutations (Nagylaki 1979 ): 2hs and 2s, respectively, where the latter probability reflects the haploid-like probability of fixation of a hemizygous mutation. (We assume dosage compensation such that a single dose of the mutation in males provides the same fitness advantage as two doses in females.) As two-thirds of all X-linked mutations arise in females and one-third in males, the average probability of fixation becomes 2s(1 þ 2h)/3. Thus the rate of adaptive molecular evolution of an X-liked locus is k X % Nus(1þ2h).
Finally, then, we see that the ratio of substitution rates on autosomes to X chromosomes is
Importantly, this ratio depends only on the dominance of beneficial mutations. Charlesworth et al. generalized the above approach to allow for Y-linkage, selection in one sex only, with or without dosage compensation (including marsupiallike dosage compensation), underdominance, and antagonistic selection between the two sexes. In addition, they considered evolution due to the fixation of slightly deleterious mutations. (In much more recent work, Vicoso & Charlesworth (2009) extend this theory to allow ratios of effective population sizes on the X versus autosomes that deviate from 3/4 because of, e.g. male -male competition for mates. I do not consider this complication here.)
The resulting body of theory has experienced a somewhat surprising history. Though presented initially in the contexts of chromosomal evolution and speciation-much of Charlesworth et al.'s discussion was given over to patterns characterizing the genetics of postzygotic isolation, in particular Haldane's rule and the large effect of the X chromosome on hybrid sterility and inviability (Coyne & Orr 1989 )-the theory has, in more recent years, played an important part in the interpretation of DNA sequence data, originally from small sets of genes and, more recently, from whole genomes. Equation (4.1) has been the focus of this attention. In particular, this equation shows that, if long-term evolution reflects positive natural selection and all else is equal, patterns of species divergence across the genome depend on the dominance of beneficial mutations. If beneficial mutations are additive (h ¼ 1 2 ), R ¼ 1 and autosomal and X-linked sites evolve at the same rate. If beneficial mutations are partially recessive (h , 1 2 ), R , 1 and X-linked sites evolve faster than autosomal ones, reflecting the full expression of favourable effects of X-linked mutations in hemizygous males and thus more efficient positive natural selection. And if beneficial mutations are partially dominant (h . 1 2 ), R . 1 and X-linked sites evolve more slowly than autosomal ones. (In all cases, we can now speak of the average dominance of beneficial mutations: as substitution rates are approximately linear in h, expected substitution rates depend linearly on mean h. Equation (4.1) can, therefore, be interpreted as a ratio of expectations.).
The key question is therefore: is the rate of substitution at X-linked sites-especially non-synonymous ones, where positive selection is more probablefaster or slower than that at autosomal sites? Expressed in the language that has come to describe this problem, is there 'faster-X' evolution?
THE DOMINANCE OF BENEFICIAL MUTATIONS: DATA
The data that bear on this question are now both voluminous and complex and I can do little more than indicate the rough outlines of recent findings, while pointing to other, more detailed, discussions. Betancourt et al. (2002) provided one of the earliest studies to compare species divergence at many Xlinked versus autosomal genes. Analysing DNA sequence data from both Drosophila melanogaster and D. simulans at over 200 loci, they found no evidence of faster-X evolution. In particular, they found, among other things, that the ratio of non-synonymous site to synonymous site divergence-a ratio that, when greater than unity, indicates a history of positive natural selection-was no higher at X-linked than at autosomal genes. This result would seem to imply that the average beneficial mutation has nearly additive (h ¼ 1 2 ) effects on fitness. This conclusion, however, rests upon an assumption of ceteris paribus, i.e. X-linked and autosomal genes are exchangeable biologically and, in particular, show similar levels of functional constraint. While reasonable, this need not be true. Counterman et al. (2004) identified a way to circumvent this concern. They analysed the same set of loci in two different species pairs. In one pair (D. melanogaster and D. simulans) the set of loci is autosomal (chromosome arm 3L), while in the other pair of species (D. pseudoobscura and D. miranda), the same set of loci is X-linked (chromosome arm XR), reflecting an ancient fusion of chromosomal arms in the obscura group. Their statistical contrasts revealed somewhat faster non-synonymous site evolution when loci are X-linked than autosomal, although the effect was weak. While this result tentatively implied that the average beneficial mutation has partially recessive effects on fitness (h , 1 2 ), a similar analysis using a larger dataset did not reach the same conclusion. In particular, Thornton et al. (2006) studied over 200 gene fragments that are autosomal in D. melanogaster and D. yakuba but X-linked in D. pseudoobscura and D. miranda. They found no evidence of faster-X evolution, consistent with the hypothesis that the average beneficial mutation has nearly additive effects on fitness.
Unfortunately-as both Vicoso & Charlesworth (2006) and Presgraves (2008) emphasize in their authoritative reviews of this literature-this frustrating ambiguity in the outcomes of empirical tests of faster-X evolution has continued. Presgraves (2008) exhaustively reviewed the tests performed to date in Drosophila and identified 10 studies that found roughly equal rates of X-linked versus autosomal evolution and 12 studies that found somewhat faster X-linked than autosomal evolution. These studies differed in many ways, including the species considered, the number of genes analysed, the nature of the data used to test faster-X evolution (species divergence data only versus divergence and polymorphism data versus amino acid sequence data only), and whether genes were binned by male versus female versus both-sex expression patterns (Baines et al. (2008) find that genes with male-biased expressed show greater faster-X evolution than do those with both-sex or female-limited expression). Looking across these heterogeneous studies, Presgraves concluded that there is some evidence of weakly elevated rates of substitution on the X chromosomes of some fly lineages. This idea is further supported by work in mammals, e.g. human -chimpanzee contrasts (reviewed in Vicoso & Charlesworth (2006) ) and, interestingly, in birds, where males carry two Z ('X') chromosomes and females only one: Mank et al. (2007) found a small but statistically significant faster-Z effect when analysing sequence divergence at 172 Z-linked and nearly 5000 autosomal genes between the chicken and zebra finch.
Collectively, these findings are consistent with somewhat faster X evolution in some species, though not all. The difficult question is why such mixed results arise. One possibility is that taxa-or the genes sampled in particular studies of taxa-differ in the proportion of non-synonymous sites whose evolution is actually driven by strong positive selection (Vicoso & Charlesworth 2006; Vicoso et al. 2008) , or, more oddly, in the mean dominance of beneficial mutations, or, perhaps, in the proportion of X-linked genes that show male-biased expression patterns. Similarly, as Presgraves (2008) noted, lineages may differ in mutational properties affecting X versus autosomal evolution. (One such complication can, however, be ruled out: Vicoso & Charlesworth (2009) show that higher rates of mutation in the male than female germline do not affect tests of faster-X evolution so long as non-synonymous divergence is normalized by synonymous divergence.) Finally, it must be noted that the theory considered above might be irrelevant, or even misleading, if much long-term adaptive molecular evolution involves the fixation not of new mutations but of alleles from the standing genetic variation that become favourable under changed conditions (Orr & Betancourt 2001; Vicoso & Charlesworth 2006) .
Given these (and other) uncertainties, Vicoso & Charlesworth (2006) conclude that 'no unambiguous Review. Beneficial mutation H. A. Orr 1199 conclusions concerning causality' can be drawn; in particular, no firm conclusions about the dominance of beneficial mutations currently appear possible from molecular evolutionary data. It may be that firm conclusions will be possible only when genome sequence data are available from many more taxa, potentially allowing a clearer mapping between the biology of the various species surveyed and whether they show faster-X evolution.
Alternatively, it may well be that radically different-and more direct-approaches are needed, involving, say, contrasts between the dominance of derived adaptive states in inbreeding versus outbreeding plants (Charlesworth 1992) or between rates of adaptive substitution in haploid versus diploid strains of microbes under novel laboratory conditions (Paquin & Adams 1983; Zeyl et al. 2003) . In both cases, population-genetic theory allows simple predictions about experimental outcomes as a function of the dominance of beneficial mutations.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Although the population genetics of beneficial mutations was long ignored, progress has been made over the past several decades. This progress has, however, been uneven. As often in the history of population genetics, the theoretical literature is farther along-and is far less ambiguous-than the empirical literature. Here, I have discussed two developments. First, theory has allowed reasonable predictions about the shape of the distribution of fitness effects among beneficial mutations. Second, calculations on substitution rates under positive natural selection in different regions of the genome have allowed predictions of the effects of the dominance of beneficial mutations on adaptive molecular evolution.
In both cases, the data have yet to catch up with the theory. Importantly, however, in both cases theory has at least allowed questions to be framed with greater precision (e.g. is the distribution of beneficial fitness effects in the Gumbel domain?). There can also be little doubt that, in both cases, the articulation of theory motivated the beginnings of serious empirical work. Although it is clear that, at present, we require far more data than theory, advances in rapid whole genome sequencing technologies fortunately suggest that at least some of the requisite data might be obtained in the near future.
